Welcome to the World of Märklin my world!

The Märklin my world world of railroading offers an age-appropriate entry into the world of railroading with the proven Märklin quality. The locomotives and cars are designed for children, are easy to handle, and offer all kinds of play fun right from the start. The extensive assortment of track and accessories offers endless creative possibilities for getting involved in the world of railroading and experiencing reality in a reduced size! The Märklin my world trains are built in H0 Gauge to a scale of 1:87 and they can even be run on Dad or Granddad’s model railroad layout.
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Age Information and Warnings

The Märklin my world railroad offers an age-appropriate entry into the world of railroading with the proven Märklin quality. The locomotives and cars are designed for children, are easy to handle, and offer all kinds of play fun right from the start. The extensive assortment of track and accessories offers endless creative possibilities for getting involved in the world of railroading and experiencing reality in a reduced size! The Märklin my world trains are built in H0 Gauge to a scale of 1:87 and they can be run on Dad and Granddad’s model railroad layout.

Welcome to the World of Märklin my world!

- Complete world of railroading with many accessories.
- All of the trains are rechargeable battery or battery-powered and include light and sound functions.
- Sturdy childproof construction and design of the trains!
- Independent playing with several trains at the same time!
- Magnet couplers designed for children on all of the locomotives and cars.
- Batteries included.
- Immense, expandable track system!
- Extremely sturdy, tough track!
- Setup and take down of the track is easy as child’s play!
- Reliable operation even on a carpet.
- All of the trains are H0 Gauge / 1:87 and therefore usable on all H0 layouts!
- Suitable for kindergarten aged children.
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H0 Scale /1:87
All of the trains are H0 Gauge (16 mm / 5/8") / 1:87 and therefore also usable on all H0 layouts!

Magnet Couplers
Magnet couplers designed for children on all of the locomotives and cars.

Light Function
All of the trains are equipped with controllable lights on the front.

Removable Roof
The roof can be removed on these cars.

Battery Operation
These trains are battery operated.

Rechargeable Battery Operation
These trains are equipped with a rechargeable battery and a USB charging cable.

Steaming Smokestack
Steam generator based on water.

Sound Function
All of the trains are equipped with sound functions!
Examples: horn, station announcement, squealing brakes, or doors closing.
Become a train engineer now!

29100 „LINT Commuter Train“ Starter Set

• Operation easy as child’s play thanks to the Märklin Power Control Stick
• Quick recharging with the rechargeable battery and USB charging cable
• Removable roof for even more play fun
• Very realistic train design
• Different sounds and lights included
• Awarded the German „Golden Hobby Horse for 2016“
Everybody climb on board, we are going into town!

There is a lot to experience because now you can be underway every day with the „LINT“ commuter train. You are the train engineer real fast or you are going with your friends – whichever you like. Thanks to the new rechargeable battery, you never have to think about the lights or the horn. The train can be recharged easily with the charging cable included with the set.

36100 „LINT“ commuter train

- The „LINT“ commuter train is also available without track to add to an existing starter set!
72213 Station Platform with Light

- The light function on the station platform provides maximum play fun
- Ideal for children ages 3 and up
- Setup easy for children
- Ideal add-on for all starter sets

© Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH – All rights reserved.
Ding Dong! An Important Announcement

The schedule has changed in your large city station and the announcement can be heard from the speaker. Right on time down to the minute the trains arrive and everyone hears the conductor’s announcements.

All announcements can be done in German, English, French, or Dutch. Built-in recording function included for your own announcements.

72209 Sound Station

- Speech recording
- 4 different announcements
- Setup easy for children
- Station names as adhesive signs
29209 „Regional Express“ Starter Set

- Infrared remote control with 3 speed steps
- 4-part train approximately 61 cm / 24” long
- Different sounds and lights included
- Very realistic train design
- Sturdy and battery-operated
No Corner in a Child’s Room Stays Undiscovered!

The Regional Express zooms right across all of your child’s room. Whether it’s to the knight’s castle or to the doll’s house in the large play city – build your world and no corner will stay undiscovered.
**29330 „ICE 3“ Starter Set**

- Operation easy as child’s play thanks to the Märklin Power Control Stick
- 5-part train approximately 63 cm / 25” long
- Different sounds and lights included
- Sturdy high quality magnet couplers
- Very realistic train design
- Sturdy and battery-operated

Sturdy tough plastic track is included in this set for play fun right from the start.

© Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH – All rights reserved.
At Maximum Speed through your Child’s Room!

You give the signal and the ICE zooms off. On time to the minute right across your child’s room. Press on the button on your Märklin Power Control Stick and sound the warning horn loud – so that everyone knows you’re coming.

More Track, More Fun!

You can expand the ICE 3 starter set right away with the 23300 track extension set, if you would like to run your train on even more different routes.
When Night Falls in Your Child’s Room!

Your passenger train zooms right across your child’s room and slowly night falls. The sleeping car lights up in all directions with its special imprinting in addition to the light that is reflected in the train’s windows!

44115 “Night Line” Sleeping Car

- Removable roof
- Car includes interior details
- Ideal add-on for the ICE 3 starter set
- Child-appropriate imprinted details on the car light up in the dark
- Car approximately 11 cm / 4” long

44114 “Bord Restaurant”

- Removable roof
- Car includes interior details
- Ideal add-on for the ICE 3 starter set
- Car approximately 11 cm / 4” long
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A Really Long ICE!
Now your ICE really starts to run and sounds its warning horn a long time! For with the three open seating cars the gates for the grade crossing stay down a lot longer.

44108 Add-On Car Set for the ICE 3
- All of the cars include removable roofs
- ICE open seating car includes interior details
- 3-part set approximately 34 cm / 13” long
- Sturdy high quality magnet couplers
- Ideal add-on for the ICE 3 starter set

Without a Tunnel, It’s Not as Much Fun!

72202 Tunnel
- Ideal add-on for all starter sets
- Sturdy setup easy for children
- Tunnel consisting of 2 plug-together parts
29302 "Intercity" Starter Set

- Infrared remote control with 3 speed steps
- 4-part train approximately 48 cm / 19" long
- Different sounds and lights included
- Station platform, grade crossing, and a signal included
- A lot of extra track and turnouts
From City to City with the Intercity!

All of the cars coupled – then we’re ready to go, through the city and across the countryside! Set the turnouts and stop at the platform! When the signal shows green, the grade crossing is close and we’re ready to go again!
29308 Farming Starter Set

- Operation easy as child’s play thanks to the Märklin Power Control Stick
- 3-part train approximately 58 cm / 23” long
- Locomotive with a smokestack that steams
- Different sounds and lights included
- A lot of extra accessories

Sturdy tough plastic track is included in this set for play fun right from the start.
Your Animals Want to Go out to the Pasture!

The sun is already up and you’re going full steam ahead out to the lush pastures. Let your locomotive steam from the smokestack and stop with your animals at the most beautiful meadows.

Welcome to the Farm!
Come along to the farm and experience an immense world of play with many animals and accessories.
Welcome to the Colorful Farm...

There is a lot to discover and experience on a farm. Open the stalls and let the cows out into the pasture or ride with your horse to the fields. The hay is coming soon for the hayloft. It's a good thing that you have a rope winch and that the train stops right by you.
My Farm!
Together with the „Farming“ starter set, you’ll have a world of play full of variety that will thrill children.
29309 „Freight Train“ Starter Set

- Operation easy as child’s play thanks to the Märklin Power Control Stick
- Quick recharging with the rechargeable battery and USB charging cable
- 3-part train approximately 48 cm / 19” long
- Different sounds and lights included
- A lot of extra track and turnouts

© Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH – All rights reserved.
Off into the Great Wide World!

Your freight train arrives in the container terminal with full power and heavily loaded. Let the brakes squeal loudly because you’re on time for the unloading of the big overseas containers.

Overseas Containers from all over the World!
Together with the 72211 freight loading station, you can transport all kinds of freight. Load your cars in no time at all and send them out again.
There’s a Lot to Do in the Freight Loading Station!

Put on your work helmet and warning vest because today you are the load foreman in your child’s room! Everything goes smoothly with your loading terminal. Whether it’s automobiles or overseas containers, everything is quickly loaded and unloaded. The freight train can then leave soon because the ship in the harbor cannot wait!

72211 Freight Loading Station

- Playing on two levels
- Rotating crane with a hoist and magnet for loading containers
- Loading ramp with a gate for autos
- Silo for loading freight
- Model automobile included

© Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH – All rights reserved.
44110 **Auto Transport Car**
- Two model automobiles included
- Ramp can be folded
- 3-part set approximately 19 cm / 7-1/2” long

44109 **Container Car Set**
- Two freight cars
- 3 removable containers
- Containers can be opened and loaded
- Container can be loaded magnetically with the loading station
- 5-part set approximately 34 cm / 13” long

© Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH – All rights reserved.
A Big Red Locomotive!

Whether it’s freight cars or the cars from the ICE – this locomotive can pull everything. Run in reverse, couple up, and then increase the speed ever so slightly. This locomotive does everything!

36101 Diesel Locomotive with a Rechargeable Battery

- Operation easy as child’s play thanks to the Märklin Power Control Stick
- Quick recharging with a charging cable
- Locomotive approximately 14 cm / 5-1/2” long
- Different sounds and lights included

72205 „Loading Station“ Building Kit

- Playing on two levels
- 3 different ways to load freight
- Movable crane and hook included
- Can be set up everywhere
**Whether It’s Inside or Outdoors!**

Whether it’s fresh water for the flowers or building material for your sand castle. Here you’ll find just the right cars!

**44100 Add-On Car Set**
- Ideal add-on for all trains
- Packages and sacks as a load included

**44101 Dump Car**
- Regardless of the load – nothing falls through
- Unloading on both sides

**44102 Tank Car**
- Brings water to every building site
- Easily inserted water tank

**44103 Gondola**
- Freight cars with high side walls
- Your teddy bear can also ride along

**44104 Stake Car**
- Ideal car for everything to be stacked
- Nothing gets lost

**44107 Adapter Car**
- Adapter car for all of the other Märklin H0 model railroad locomotives and cars

© Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH – All rights reserved.
29212 „TGV Duplex” Starter Set

- Infrared remote control with 3 speed steps
- 5-part train approximately 63 cm / 25” long
- Different sounds and lights included
- Very realistic train design

150 x 76 cm
59” x 30”

TGV are registered trademarks of the SNCF. SNCF is the owner of the TGV®.

All rights reserved regarding copying and/or reproduction.

© Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH – All rights reserved.
In the Bi-Level Train at High Speed across Your Child’s Room!

Climb on board the TGV Duplex. If you get a seat in the upper level, you can look way across the landscape. Look, the Eurostar from England is just arriving at the station. It ran a large part of the route in the tunnel under the English Channel.
29304 "TGV Lyria" Starter Set

- Infrared remote control with 3 speed steps
- 5-part train approximately 63 cm / 25" long
- Different sounds and lights included
- Very realistic train design
29303 „ICN“ Starter Set

- Infrared remote control with 3 speed steps
- 5-part train approximately 61 cm / 24” long
- Different sounds and lights included
- Very realistic train design
29331 "Santa Fe" Starter Set

• Operation easy as child’s play thanks to the Märklin Power Control Stick
• 5-part train approximately 60 cm / 24” long
• Different sounds and lights included
• Sturdy high quality magnet couplers
• Sturdy and battery-operated

Sturdy tough plastic track is included in this set for play fun right from the start.

More Track, More Fun!
You can expand the "Santa Fe" starter set right away with the 23300 track extension set, if you would like to run your train on even more different routes.
Having a Race with the Wild Horses!

Travel with the great „Santa Fe“ right across America and experience all kinds of adventure. Wild horses gallop next to you across the wide prairie and the immense Grand Canyon appears on the horizon. With the „Santa Fe“, you’re there in no time at all.
72210  "Railroad" Play Mat

There are no limits to a child’s imagination with this long wearing play mat made of felt, and acting out scenes with the train is even more fun. Dimensions: 170 x 150 cm / 67” x 59”.
Look Out– Gates Going Down!

Your train zooms through your child’s room and the gates go down at all of the grade crossings. Is it coming from the left or the right?

72203 Manual Grade Crossing
• Grade crossing with two cross buck signs
• Gate controlled by hand
• Sturdy and tough

72201 Battery-Operated Signal
• Changing color light signal
• By pressing a button or automatically after 7 seconds
More Track, More Fun!

You can make your railroad world even bigger with this great extension set. Run the train through a tunnel, across long bridges, or build yourself large stations with lots of tracks.

23300
Plastic Track Extension Set

Contents:
4 sections of straight track (length: 188.3 mm / 7-3/8"),
7 sections of straight track (length: 171.7 mm / 6-3/4"),
2 sections of curved track (turnout curves), 1 left turnout and 1 right turnout made of sturdy plastic just right for children.
Expansion Possibilities:
You never have enough track!

23130
Curved Plastic Track (R1)

Contents:
R1 = 360 mm / 14-3/16” / 30°.
Package quantity: 6 pieces.

23172
Straight Plastic Track

Contents:
171.7 mm / 6-3/4”.
Package quantity: 6 pieces.
23188  
*Straight Plastic Track*

Contents:
188.3 mm / 7-3/8".
Package quantity: 6 pieces.

23301  
*Turnout Set for Plastic Track*

Contents:
1 left turnout and 1 right turnout, as well as 2 sections of curved track to go with them (turnout curves), made of sturdy plastic just right for children.
72240
Rerailer

This rerailer consists of a special, curved section of plastic track with guide grooves in the roadbed. These grooves position the wheels correctly on the track when you push a car or even when the train is running at speed. This section of track is to be mounted permanently in the track diagram. Scenery elements for attaching to the track are included for a smooth integration into world of play.
23977
Track Bumper for Plastic Track

Contents:
77.5 mm + 5 mm / 3-1/16” + 1/16”.
Package quantity: 3 pieces.

72250 Load Set

The load set consists of 5 barrels, 5 packages, and 5 sacks. All of the parts are made of plastic.
FAQ   Questions about Märklin my world

1) Which batteries are needed for the battery trains and are they included with the trains?
The battery-operated starter sets each need 4 each 1.5 volt Mignon AA batteries and 2 each 1.5 volt Micro AAA batteries for the train controller and for the train itself. These batteries are included in the sets. On the rechargeable battery-operated starter sets 2 each 1.5 volt Micro AAA batteries for the train controller (Märklin Power Control Stick) and a mini USB cable are needed. These items are included in the sets. The batteries included are not rechargeable batteries.

2) Can rechargeable batteries also be used?
Rechargeable batteries can also be used in the battery holder in addition to regular batteries. When doing this, please note the operating instructions for the charging device being used. A mini USB charging cable for recharging the train is included in the sets for trains with rechargeable battery operation.

3) How can I expand a battery starter set in a useful way?
The plastic track extension set (item number 23300) with its preplanned contents offers an easy way to expand a starter set. This track extension set offers different ways to expand or set up a layout. In addition, there are also different individual sections of track, turnouts, and track bumpers. The plastic track can also be used and expanded with the Märklin C Track. This allows you to plan and add to track layouts of your own design. Car sets, individual cars, and accessories round out the theme of railroading and round out the various ways to expand.

4) Can the battery trains also be used on large digital layouts, such as those of my father or grandfather?
Since the battery or rechargeable battery trains have their own power supply inside the train, they can also be used on larger layouts with no problem, regardless of whether the layout is being operated analog or digital. In order to avoid collisions, you must remember that several trains cannot be running at the same time on the same track.

A lot of other information all about my world can be found on our Internet page at:

http://www.maerklin.de/my-world
Märklin my world Club

Come into the Märklin my world Club!

- This club is free for you
- Four times a year you’ll receive a great painting book on the theme of Märklin my world World of Railroading
- Modeling tips and tricks for your my world railroad
- for all children between the ages of 3 and 6

Please send the completed registration by mail to:
Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH
Märklin my world Club
Postfach 960
D-73009 Göppingen, Germany

Important: Only fully completed registrations can be processed!

Or online registration at www.maerklin.de

I’m looking forward to seeing you
Your „Märklin“

Right of cancellation: Within 14 days of sending off this application, I may cancel the membership by writing to the following address:
Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH, Märklin my world Club, Postfach 960, D-73009 Göppingen, Germany, fax +497161 608-308. Observation of the deadline is deemed to have been respected with punctual dispatch of the cancellation. I have noted my right of cancellation.

- I agree to my personal data being stored and used by Märklin Group companies to inform me of products, events and other activities.

- Please use my data exclusively for this special transaction of the Märklin Start up Club. I do not want further contact for marketing or promotional purposes.

Date, signature of parents

NOTE: Both signatures are required to authorize membership.

NOTE! Your membership runs for 12 months from receipt of your application in our computer system (personal membership year). Your data will of course be stored strictly in accordance with the Data Protection Act. Your membership is automatically renewed for a further 12 months if cancellation is not received in writing by Märklin at least six weeks before expiry of the personal membership year.
Please send the completed registration by mail to:
Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH
Märklin my world Club
Postfach 960
D-73009 Göppingen, Germany

Important: Only fully completed registrations can be processed!

Or online registration at www.maerklin.de

Service and Repair

Märklin Direct Service.
The authorized Märklin dealer is your contact for repairs and conversions from analog to digital. We can do conversions in our repair department in Göppingen for dealers without their own service department as well as for consumers. After the model has been examined, you will receive a cost quotation including details of the work to be done and the cost for reliable shipping. If you would personally like to drop off and pick up models in Göppingen, please see our Service Point at the Märklin Museum.

Hours of operation at the Service Point
at the Märklin Museum, Reutlinger Straße 2,
Göppingen, Germany:
Monday through Saturday from
10:00 AM to 6:00 PM

Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH
Reparaturservice
Stuttgarter Straße 55-57
D-73033 Göppingen
Telefon +49 (0) 71 61/608-222
Fax +49 (0) 71 61/608-225
E-Mail service@maerklin.de

Important Service Information

Deutschland
Service Center
Ersatzteilberatung, Fragen zu Technik,
Produkten und Reparaturaufträgen
(Montag bis Freitag 13.00 – 17.00 Uhr)

Telefon +49 (0) 7161/608-222
E-Mail service@maerklin.de

Additional Service Center and helpful information can be found on our Internet page at:
http://www.maerklin.de/de/service/produktdatenbank/
Welcome to the World of Märklin my world!

The Märklin my world world of railroading offers an age-appropriate entry into the world of railroading with the proven Märklin quality. The locomotives and cars are designed for children, are easy to handle, and offer all kinds of play fun right from the start. The extensive assortment of track and accessories offers endless creative possibilities for getting involved in the world of railroading and experiencing reality in a reduced size! The Märklin my world trains are built in H0 Gauge to a scale of 1:87 and they can even be run on Dad or Granddad’s model railroad layout.

### Age Information and Warnings

**WARNING!** Not suitable for children under 3 years. Sharp edges and points required for operation. Danger of choking due to detachable small parts that may be swallowed. Age Information and Warnings
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<td>29205</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29206</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29207</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29208</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36100</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36101</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44100</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44101</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44102</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Index to the Item Numbers / Reference

- **I would like:**
  - The Märklin my world of railroading offers an age-appropriate entry into the world of railroading with the proven Märklin quality. The locomotives and cars are designed for children, are easy to handle, and offer all kinds of play fun right from the start. The extensive assortment of track and accessories offers endless creative possibilities for getting involved in the world of railroading and experiencing reality in a reduced size! The Märklin my world trains are built in H0 Gauge to a scale of 1:87 and they can even be run on Dad or Granddad’s model railroad layout.
  - **Complete world of railroading with many accessories.**
  - All of the trains are rechargeable battery or battery powered and include light and sound functions!
  - Sturdy childproof construction and design of the trains!
  - Independent playing with several trains at the same time!
  - Magnet couplers designed for children on all of the locomotives and cars. Batteries included.
  - Immense, expandable track system!
  - Extremely sturdy, tough track!
  - Setup and take down of the track is easy as child’s play!
  - Reliable operation even on a carpet.
  - All of the trains are H0 Gauge / 1:87 and therefore usable on all H0 layouts!
  - Suitable for kindergarten aged children.

**I would like:**

- Complete world of railroading with many accessories.
- All of the trains are rechargeable battery or battery powered and include light and sound functions!
- Sturdy childproof construction and design of the trains!
- Independent playing with several trains at the same time!
- Magnet couplers designed for children on all of the locomotives and cars. Batteries included.
- Immense, expandable track system!
- Extremely sturdy, tough track!
- Setup and take down of the track is easy as child’s play!
- Reliable operation even on a carpet.
- All of the trains are H0 Gauge / 1:87 and therefore usable on all H0 layouts!
- Suitable for kindergarten aged children.
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